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south australia

Camp Quality celebrates 30 years of helping South
Australian children with cancer

HEALTH REPORTER BRAD CROUCH, Sunday Mail (SA)

Sarah Porcaro had a cancerous kidney removed as a child loved Camp Quality and now works there as program
coordinator.

LAUGHTER is the best medicine - so says Camp Quality, the fun escape for

kids with cancer which marks its 30th anniversary this year.

The not-for-profit charity builds resilience in kids with its camps while also giving

families a break - and just lets kids be kids, having fun and making friends.

The organisation has helped thousands of people over three decades including almost

3000 families this year, giving children aged under 18 the fun of a camp where they

can put their health fight to one side and enjoy some positive, optimistic good times.

It has been recognised as a great motivator for children receiving treatment to "get

better for camp'', and siblings also get to enjoy the camps.

All activities and services are free. The charity survives because of the work of

volunteers, fundraising, sponsors and donations from the public.

American migrant Vera Entwistle founded the program with a commitment to bring

fun and laughter back into the lives of children dealing with cancer.
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Its name came about when a doctor told Vera: "No-one can do anything about the

quantity of anyone's life, but all of us can do something about the quality."

This year 2500 volunteers donated approximately 300,000 hours, including 2000

trained Companion Volunteers who provided one-to-one support to children on

camps.

Among the South Australian children who have been through Camp Quality since

the first camp was held at Woodside in 1985, four cancer survivors share their

stories.

Sarah Porcaro had a cancerous kidney removed as a child loved Camp Quality and now works there as program
coordinator. Source:News Limited

Sarah Pocaro, 24

I was just three when I was diagnosed with a Wilms' tumour in 1992 so I don't

remember a great deal about it but Mum says it was a pretty bad time. I had a kidney

removed and six months of treatment, and have been fine ever since. Mum got me

involved in Camp Quality and I went on my first camp at age four, and it has been

part of my life ever since. It made me so much more positive, I made so many good

friends, we did some awesome things and it built up my confidence. We also had

family camps which was great for my parents and siblings. I went to camps until I

was 18 then I returned as a companion for younger girls I took on camps. I did a

postgraduate certificate in marketing at UniSA and Camp Quality is still a huge part

of my life - I work here as program co-ordinator, running the camps.

Sunnilee Nanasi stared going to Camp Quality when she was five. Source:Supplied

Sunnilee Nanasi, 22
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I've just topped 10 years in remission and gone from six monthly check-ups to two

yearly checks, so I am ecstatic. I'm assistant manager at Lorna Jane at Glenelg,

selling women's fitness and fashion gear, and am in a relationship, so life is good. I

was diagnosed with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia at three but don't remember much

about it, just that one Christmas I was in hospital and I felt like I was segregated. I

had it from three to five, then relapsed at seven.

Cancer survivor Sunnilee Nanasi, 22, of Tennyson, thought Camp Quality was "just fantastic". Source:News Limited

I remember always being bald from the chemotherapy, and always feeling sick. I

tried hard to be a normal kid, doing things like dance classes. Camp Quality was just

fantastic, I started at five and kept going until 18. I loved the family camps, the

weekend camps, it gave me normality and the freedom to be a kid. I remember being

so happy, and made so many friends I am still in contact with, although my best

friend from those days didn't make it. Camp Quality gave my family a break, and

because everyone was sick it meant we were all normal.

Cancer survivor Elliott Clayton at home in Elizabeth. Source:News Limited

Elliott Clayton, 24

I remember going for a lot of tests when I was 10 and being misdiagnosed, then I

was at hospital after a biopsy and my mum told me I had cancer. It was Ewings

sarcoma, a rare form of bone cancer. I had chemotherapy and radiotherapy for 15

months and was really sick, it was pretty horrible.

http://www.campquality.org.au/public/home.aspx
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Elliott Clayton and his mother, Julie Clayton, at Ronald McDonald House in March 2000. Source:News Limited

I started going to Camp Quality and it was awesome fun. It gave me a chance to be a

normal kid, to have fun with friends and put the illness out of my mind for a while. It

was a great time of life and I loved it. There were a lot of good friends and a lot of

good fun. I've been in remission for 13 years now and I am now studying youth work

at Tabor College and I work at Teen Challenge at Elizabeth - I enjoy giving teens a

hand up.

Marc Boots, with pregnant wife Emma, son Nathan, 8, daugther Zoe 7 at their Sheidow Park home. Source:News Limited

Marc Boots, 40

My leukaemia is well and truly over and done with - I have been married to my

beautiful wife Emma for 10 years, we have a son Nathan, 8, daughter Zoe 7, and

another child on the way so life is good. When I was diagnosed at 11 I remember a

lot of time in hospital, I didn't like doctors poking and prodding me and didn't really

understand what was going on. I was weak and hungry and down. Some

schoolfriends visited but others didn't understand and didn't want to come near me.

http://www.campquality.org.au/public/home.aspx
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JUMP BACK TO TOP

Marc Boots in hospital in 1984 Source:Supplied

I first went to Camp Quality aged 12, I was scared and apprehensive and didn't know

anyone, but by the end I just wanted to go back, I had so much fun and made so

many friends who understood the issues. It was so inclusive and we all had a ball. At

17 I went from being a camper to being a companion, helping a group of younger

kids, then as a nurse I went on camps until a couple of years ago when my own

family life got so busy I really didn't have the time. With the intense chemotherapy

and radiotherapy there was a big chance I could not have a family of my own, so you

can imagine how happy I am to have two great kids and another on the way.

* Camp Quality will hold their biggest Cherry Ball yet on Saturday, November 16,

with more than 700 guests set to attend the annual fundraiser.

Now in its 16th year, the Cherry Ball raises hundreds of thousands of dollars each

year as the Adelaide Produce Markets auction off fresh produce donated by members

including the season's first box of cherries which last year sold for $40,000.

"The Cherry Ball is a wonderful event every year and the generosity of the Adelaide

Produce Markets is always outstanding," said Renee Bezzina, fundraising

coordinator for Camp Quality's South Australia office.

"The funds raised are pivotal in allowing us to continue running camps and fun days

for children living with cancer and their families, giving them some much-needed

fun therapy."

The winning bidder of the inaugural cherries will be named the Cherry King or

Queen and will join this year's Cherry Ball Prince and Princess and Camp Quality

kids to give out the cherries to children being treated for cancer at the Women's and

Children's Hospital.

For more information telephone 8410 5555 or go to Camp Quality
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